Here and There and How to Get There
In developing the “big picture” concept of the “The Robinson/Reyes Theory of the Superstition
Tablets”, It was shown how the different faces of the stone tablets were tied together with a
single symbol
which existed on several faces of the stones as shown in the following figure:

Figure 2 Geophysical alignment
This tied the THREE, PRIEST and HORSE faces together by a specific symbol representing a
given geophysical location on three maps of different scale factors. The CAVITY face was tied
to the THREE face by showing that they were connected by a doted line going from one face to
the other face shown in the following figure:

Figure 3 THREE - CAVITY connection
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And while further development of the hypothesis proceeded to elaborate upon finer details, it
never asked the question “Is the CAVITY face (excluding the HEART stone) somehow - via a
symbol - directly connected to the HORSE face so as to reduce any ambiguity as to its
geophysical location in the same way that the symbol
does?” .
I think the answer to that is yes! It has been maintained by our hypothesis that the line along the
top of the CAVITY face was the Salt River but this conclusion was partially a result of
conjecture and not from demonstrated viability. So let’s take a closer look at this to see how
viable this suggestion is! The following figure compares the “RIO” symbol on the HORSE face
with the suspected “Salt River” on the CAVITY face:

Figure 5 HORSE & CAVITY river comparison.
Note the similarity of the symbol’s “line” form on both faces between the left edge to the “R”
symbol! In the “The Robinson/Reyes Theory of the Superstition Tablets” hypothesis, we have
identified to our satisfaction that the RIO on the HORSE face is the Salt River.
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Our conclusion about the distance represented on the HORSE face was that it was roughly about
200 miles in about 14 inches of the face as shown in the following figure:

Figure 6 HORSE map distance
which would translate to about 15 miles/inch. At this scale factor, rivers on maps generally seem
to flow smoothly with gradual and small changes in directions because short small deviations are
masked by the scale factor of the map; however, on the CAVITY face scale factor where the
total distance represented is less than 40 miles in 16 inches or in the neighborhood of
2miles/inch, such short small deviations should be visible if the map is drawn correctly. This
does not seem to be the case! The drawing of the river on the CAVITY face is, essentially, the
same as the drawing on the HORSE face - even including the “R” of “RIO”. The author did not
make a carving error in our opinion but he drew the river this way as a “symbol” to show where
the presented map data is located on the larger scale HORSE map.
However, he did not fail to include information about the nature of the Salt River as it would be
seen at the CAVITY scale factor. He did this by adding symbols along the river symbol as was
shown in our original essay; however, at that time we did not fully appreciate the reason for this
method of representation. An example of how the nature of the Salt River varies at the CAVITY
scale factor and how the added symbols are used to denote this is reproduced below.
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The highlighted symbol in the following figure, highlighted in blue, is used to denote the course
of the Salt River at the position of the symbol (between the purple colored knife point symbol and
the notch in the river symbol).

Figure 7 Symbol indicating river flow

Figure 8 Overlay of symbol on Salt River
The Superstition Tablets, from our analysis, appears to be a “technical” document compared to an
“artistic” piece of art and as such is meant to convey accurate information which does not depend
upon ones imagination but ones knowledge of the technical details involved in conveying the
information. It is the details such as the above example which add evidence in support of a
creator well versed in the problems of conveying knowledgeable information at several scale
factors and providing a clear anchor point between the levels.
Standards are developed in technical documents - as well as non-technical documents - which are
meant to insure that the information encoded can be recalled easily at a latter date. All that is
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required is the understanding of the standards used and confidence in the author’s proper use of
these standards and if there is any ambiguity in a specific standard that he somehow removed this
confusion in some manner. An unfortunate fact of life is that “standards” generally do not remain
fixed over time and thus documents created to a specific “standard” can loose their ability to
convey the information imbedded in them not because the information is not clear but because
the standard is not clear! Attempts to understand ancient writing systems bring this point clearly
in focus. In fact, if one looks at English written in the 1700's one is hard pressed to completely
understand it as the standards of writing and spelling has changed so much in that short period of
time.
So when the standards are forgotten, reliable extraction of the information becomes impossible
especially if the corpus of examples is small and the provenance is not known. If the collection of
examples appears to be a single example as in the case of the Superstition Tablets (at the present
time), then attempts to unravel its meaning devolves into educated guesses by the individual
making the attempt. These guesses can start from a “bottom up” approach by determining in ones
mind the meaning of a specific symbol and building up ones hypothesis from there by developing
relationships between symbols. The guesses can start from a larger viewpoint by assuming that all
or part of the Tablets is a map and then attempt to locate geophysical locations from it. One can
just as well guess that the Tablets are a fake and develop a hypothesis to show that they are
correct. Of course, all such hypotheses must leave out the purpose the creator of the Tablets as his
purpose or purposes can not be known. Right?
Richard Robinson June 18, 2014
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